Thesis Guidelines
C. Publication and Copyright Publication
Original work is automatically protected under copyright as soon as it is recorded in a
tangible form, including digital. Theses do not have to be registered through the U.S
Copyright Office for your work to be protected by copyright, but doing so places your claim
to copyright on public record, which will allow you to pursue suits if your rights are
infringed.
For more information about copyright visit the U.S. Copyright Office at
http://www.copyright.gov



Thesis Copyright Release Form
All students are required to sign a Thesis Copyright Release Form, “The non‐
exclusive distribution license agreement” in order to give permission for their work
to be held in the LAU repository, to provide for the distribution of their work, and to
allow ongoing preservation of both their work and/or related metadata.
This form grants LAU the right to use and reproduce fully or partially the work being
presented: It gives LAU permission to post the material openly on the Web and to
take the necessary steps to preserve the material (preserving the material might
mean that the files will need to be converted to a different or newer version of a file
format if the existing file format or the hardware/software needed to read it
becomes obsolete).
Authors who submit their work to LAUR retain the copyright to their work, unless
they explicitly give it away to a third party. LAU Libraries do not seek or claim
copyright on any of the works submitted to LAUR.
A non‐exclusive distribution license means that authors may make other copies of
their work available on other web sites or through other means without obtaining
permission from LAU. They may also formally publish their work, in the same form
or in a revised form, without obtaining permission from LAU.
The Library charges no fee for the service and collects no revenue from the archive.
The form represents the text of the license agreement that authors must approve as
part of the process of submitting material to LAUR.



Creative Commons
Creative Commons Licenses allow you to specify what use can be made of your
thesis. All theses in LAUR are made available under the terms of the Creative
Commons Attribution‐Noncommercial‐No Derivative Works 3.0 License: It’s the
most restrictive option allowing users to read and cite your thesis but not allowing
them to use it for any commercial purposes or take your data and transform it any
way. Users are free to share ‐ to copy, distribute and transmit the work.
For more information concerning Creative Commons Licenses check:
http://creativecommons.org/

